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Welcome to Bulletin 94 | October 2018

In this issue we focus on:
l		Budget 2018
l		Tax Year-End Matters
l		ISA’s Have Got Serious
l		Maximise Your Pension Tax Relief

Budget 2018
Chancellor Philip Hammond used Twitter last week to announce his choice of this year’s Budget Day as 
Monday, 29th October.  Why such little notice – and why a Monday rather than the usual Wednesday
after Prime Minister’s Questions?  Well maybe it’s because Wednesday 31st, is Halloween – and for 
“Spreadsheet Phil”, a budget on All Hallows Eve might be just too much of a gift to the media;
‘Waking the Dead’ almost writes itself!

The trials of Philip Hammond aren’t however confined to any personal sensitivities.  With the House rising 
for a week on the 6th November, he will be intent upon getting his Budget proposals through Parliament
before the proposed Extraordinary Meeting of the European Union Leaders in Brussels on November 13th – 
for it seems likely that at this Meeting, the EU’s future relationship with the UK is most likely to be determined.  

With so much in the air, it’s hard to imagine Philip Hammond using the Budget to announce any radical 
changes to legislation, taxation or economic direction.  His one anchor point (achievement?) is the country’s 
relative economic stability – and whilst uncertainty clouds all hopes for the future, rocking the boat now is 
surely to be avoided at all costs.  A Budget non-event must be on the cards.

Tax Year-End Matters
Self-Assessment Tax Return deadlines for the year ended 5/4/2018 are now clearly in view.  For those still 
on paper Returns, 31st October is the deadline – whilst the 31st January remains for On line Returns.  

The preparation of Tax Returns for the year that ended many months ago is a good time to think afresh 
about current year allowances and reliefs – especially in recognition of the economic and political 
uncertainties that are crowding in on us.  Here then, are just two initiatives that are worthy of early action:

ISA’s Have Got Serious
ISA’s have been a minor part of the savings landscape for nearly 20 years - but in recent times the Annual 
Allowance has got very serious indeed.  This year’s ISA Allowance is a repeat of last year’s increase to 
£20,000.  This £20,000 individual allowance can be split across a Stocks and Shares ISA and a Cash ISA, 
or invested wholly in either one.  With investment returns being both Income tax and Capital Gain tax free, 
ISA’s must always form part of a personal saving strategy.  There’s no ‘carry forward’ of unused ISA  
Allowance – so use it to the full – and use it soon.
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Junior ISA’s for children under the age of 18, carry an investment limit of £4,260 this tax year.  A Junior ISA 
(JISA) may only be opened by the parents (or Guardians) of the child and will lock money away until the 
child reaches age 18.  Anyone can contribute, meaning that a Stocks and Shares (and/or a Cash) JISA  
is an ideal vehicle for the accumulation of settled capital for a grandchild’s University education.   
This is an Allowance that’s regularly overlooked – and yet has the capacity, over time to transform a 
youngster’s future life prospects.  Don’t pass it by.

Maximise Your Pension Tax Relief
Are Pension Annual Allowances under threat?  A perennial Budget favourite – but this year there are three 
areas which may be vulnerable to the Chancellors red pen:

1) The £40,000 contribution Annual Allowance has held since 6th April 2014.  Full income tax relief, at the 
 highest rate paid is the initial appeal – but add to that, a self-managed, tax sheltered investment fund 
 with Flexi-Access drawdown, plus the potential for an IHT free fund on death - and an extraordinarily  
 attractive investment picture emerges.  And yet such a tiny proportion of taxpayers get anywhere close  
 to using their full contribution allowances, that a Budget tax-raid by the Chancellor would mean little to  
 most voters.  

 There’s renewed speculation that some of the required £20 billion NHS funding may be sourced from  
 cut-backs on pension tax-relief.  The Treasury says that pension contribution relief will ‘cost’ them  
 £24.1 billion this year – and whilst some of this is attributable to increased Workplace Pension  
 contributions, it’s the Treasury’s view that higher-rate relief takes a disproportionate share of the total.

 Whateverour political take on this, one thing is clear; contribution relief isn’t going to get any better  
 – so if unused higher-rate relief is available to you, use it, before further limitations are imposed.

2)  For those already in receipt of drawdown pension income in addition to earned income, the opportunity  
 still exits to make fully tax relieved contributions into their pension ‘pot’.  For these dual income members,  
 the contribution Annual Allowance is reduced to just £4,000 – nevertheless with higher-rate relief still  
 available, payment of a contribution might usefully carve out another slice of tax efficient investment.

3)  The Carry Forward of Unused Relief. You had the Allowance – but didn’t use it?  Well use it now.   
 Where a previous tax-year’s Annual Allowance was available but wasn’t taken up, HMRC permit the  
 ‘carry forward’ of this unused relief to the current tax year.  By this means unused Annual Allowances,  
 from tax-year 2015/16 onwards, can be recovered and set against 2018/19 taxable income or profit  
 – a potentially highly effective way of taking out a current year higher-rate income tax liability.

More on the Carry Forward of Unused Relief next month.
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